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About This Game

Wequer is an accessible turn-based tactics game with deceptive competitive depth. Take control of three distinct characters: a
unit-birthing Worm, a spell-slinging Wizard, and a monster-killing Warrior. Take down the enemy Worm, Wizard, and Warrior

to win.

Key Features

 Play Online: Play against your friends, or random opponents online.

 Play Offline: Practice against AI controlled bots

 Build Your Army: Gobble up seashells to create Wormling units. Units are autonomous once created, so no
micromanagement.
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 Cast Spells: Defend your allies with a magical shield, rain fireballs down on your enemies, or assemble the pieces to
summon an all-powerful demon!

 Variety: Players purchase spells from the spell shop. Different spells go in and out of stock each turn, so you'll never
play the same game twice.
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Flight model overhaul, part 2 [devblog]:
In our previous devblog we talked about some of the changes we had in mind for the flight model overhaul.
In case you’ve missed our announcement, our Propulsion Update will launch on November 20th.
Check out this devblog for more detailed information!

Optional Control Changes. Penkura Patch 0.1.2:
Dev-Com.
After over a month we are finally able to release Penkura patch 0.1.2. It's a massive push forward in project stability,
performance and most of all feature implementation.
While moving to a new engine version we used the opportunity to go back to all of our scripts, animations, materials and 3d
models. Players should see a performance boost, their save/load time decreases, much fewer hitches and most of all, their older
saves should be able to adjust them selfs to the new game version without much of a problem.

Besides adjustments, of over 70 % of the in-game code, two systems were written from the ground up, in-game 3d visual
interfaces (all the screens on computers, door controls, biomatter and so on) and mission system.
Each in-game screen from now on will know what creates them and adjust their engine usages accordingly to make sure they
take as little from the CPU as possible, while still updating all the necessary data in the background. This change should increase
overall performance and project stability by preventing useless data from being stored in memory.
Missions system required a massive update, thanks to changes made to preload systems and in-game situation adjustments, we
are finally able to not only update already implemented mission but add new without the need for the player to restart the game
each "content patch".

The same concept of adjusting older saves to prevent players from restarting their entire game was implemented to over 41
background functions, systems and prerendered data (such as new items locations, building systems and of course new
missions).

Thanks to all of those changes and implementation of new corruption prevention systems we are finally able to work fully on
much-needed content patches.

And as always, for more information regarding the latest technical support, patches, and updates please join our Discord
Community.

LINK ----> https://discord.gg/2ukYHQm
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--------------------------------------------------------------
Patch 0.1.2
--------------------------------------------------------------

BUG FIXES:

- Hydrogel Purificator is not presented correctly while building by C.A.T.

- Default Unreal Icon was set in place of Penkura.icon in task manager and toolbar.

- Unreal Icon appears on the Game Window with an incorrect name.

- Penkura is shown as UE4Game in the Windows Task Manager.

- RTS Arrow Connectors spawn inside buildings and already used connectors.

- Stimpaks hover in the air if dropped from the backpack.

- Load system won't remove Editor placed buildings from the game.

- Save system won't add editor created content to new versions of the game if loaded from the older game version.

- Missions log didn't save entire missions description on mission update, showcasing only the current point of the objective
rather than all of them.

- Tirix Fusion Power Plant provides energy even when it's turn off.

- Tirix Fusion Power Plant emergency shut down didn't reset its animation.

- Tirix Fusion Power Plant ambient sound plays even after being shut down.

--------------------------------------------------------------

IMPROVEMENTS/CHANGES/ADDITIONS:

- 59 animations of doors, tramps, player, buildings, etc. are adjusted for project transfer to new engine version.

- Clean up of 31 background calculation scripts (increase in performance by an average of 6%)

- Elimination of 132 empty ticks working in the background (minor performance boost)

- Project engine update to a newer version.

- Each screen showcasing building status is now refreshed only when the player is in the observation distance, rather than each
frame. (small performance boost)

- MMC screen will refresh its information when the player is directly interacting with the machine or machine is in the process
of item creation, rather than each frame (small performance boost)

- CCC screen will refresh only when a player is directly effecting RTS, BOT or Command Center status, rather than each
frame. (small performance boost)

- All construction in the game calculates their Z position by the Z position of nearest "Command Center" rather than per
construction. (lowers preload calculation)
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- Small static object connected to each construction is now merge with the main building layer lowering objects to load. (small
performance boost).

- Ore Extractor sound lowered by 20% and increase its range by 10%.

- Beacon sound lowered by 10%.

- Minor graphical improvement to Hydrogel Purificator.

- Save/Load system updated to remove buildings placed by developers if the player removes them by destroying them or
dematerializing them.

- RTS Arrow Connector System is written from the ground up with the use of a new tracing system.

- RTS system will now provide energy and oxygen to all buildings in an asynchronous manner which reduces hitches on massive
player basses.

- RTS building snap system now calculates its position based on the building entrance/exit rather than building offset. (fix for
small offset errors while placing buildings).

- Significantly reduce RTS system calls and triggers when the game starts by an average of 70% (reducing the chance for any
error and speeding upload).

- RTS Arrow Connectors are now created based on RTS requirements rather than buildings. (reducing the number of unneeded
objects in the game)

- Buildings support legs calculate their position and offset based on the entire base position relative to their Z offset from the
terrain before they are spawned in the game by the RTS system. (fix for performance hitch while placing a building).

- Added object clustering system, merging distance object into a single mesh. (boost to a performance by up to 8% depending
on the number of objects on the screen)

- On load landscape, the foliage will now automatically disappear in and around buildings rather than slowly disintegrate as if
the building was just placed by the player.

- Atmo. Airlocks spawned by buildings (not directly by the players) will also disintegrate landscape foliage.

- Lowers the amount of "game start" calculations made by each base from 52 to 9 dramatically lowering its CPU usage in the
first few ms. (speeds up the game load and removes hitch at the start of the game from the base site)

- Buildings and bots will now have pre-set base affiliation rather than on game start c.

- Minor improvement to save/load system background calculation. (game load speed increase by around 10 %)

- Computer controls for Doors and holographic pointers are now calculated per player effect, not in the game per tick manner.
(small performance boost)

- Added levels of details to:

| Gemini Main Temple
|
| Gemini Secondary Temple
|
| Gemini Cave System
|
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| 7 sections of tramp tunnel
|
| All Gemini boxes, barrels and other containers
|
| Gemini Generators
|
| Gemini Underground base objects
|
| Gemini main base
|
| Gemini Lamps
|
| Gemini Tramp
|
| Gemini Tunnels and Registration Office
|
| Gemini furnitures
|
| Gemini NPCs
|
| Gemini Tramp elevator
|
| Hydrogel Purificator

- Minor improvements to Gemini Lights.

- Minor improvements to Gemini Occlusion system.

- Improvements to Atmo. Airlock Level of details (lights won't disappear at a short range)

- Save files are now tagged by the game randomly generated seed in preparation for any randomly generated systems in the
future. (old save files before the change will adjust themselves automatically to new game version)

- Asynchronous load system will now load objects between 30 to 50 % faster. (depending on the save size)

- Save and Load system will now recognize editor (non-player) placed objects, systems, scripts, animations, and sound.

- Save system is now able to save and load scripts created by other scripts for gameplay purposes (for example randomly
generated items in randomly generated storages with randomly generated effects)

- Improvements to Save/Load version conversion system (old saves will now much more smoothly adjust them selfs to a new
updated version of the game, lowering need for new save files only to critical patch changes)

- Project clean up (reduction in game size)

- Audio volume adjustments for minor sound effects.

- Added "Lock" function to containers (at the moment nonplayer controlled). If the container is locked, a message will appear
on player text board and sound effect will be triggered.

- Added randomly generated loot system to containers, and building containers.

- Added "player interaction" check for all storages, containers, backpacks, and machines that use storage system to prevent the
game from recalculating their content after every load/save/new game.
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- Dark Matter Cola texture improvemenet.

- Mission log is now able to update already updated part of the mission if the criteria of the missions changes, by the player or
the background system.

- Mission log will now update entire descriptions and all pointers in the background if the player closed mission log with the
mission already selected.

- Mission log will now print description and pointers only when player directly selects the mission (prevents minor hitches on
mission update)

- Mission log doesn't have to be manually refreshed if the mission is updated while players are already interacting with. News:
Progress with AI & Map Commands:
Hey everybody!

Sadly we didn't manage to meet our self-imposed deadline (surprise...) but we're hard at work with the update. So we want to
give you some more infos on what's happening right now, what's giving us trouble and what's done.

So the update took longer than anticipated because we had to add new UI for the galaxy map, which should also be completely
scriptable, since that's one of the features that's been missing from the galaxy map for a while. This UI is now in and we're
working on the last polish and bug fixing for the galaxy map UI before the update can go live.

This is one of the more exciting things about this update: We've decided to add trade ship commands to the galaxy map,
allowing you to order your ships to buy or sell certain goods in a specific sector. These commands can be enchained with the
other commands, essentially allowing you to order your ships to fly a certain trade route or to sell its wares while it's headed in a
certain direction!

Apart from that we're also fixing issues from the current branch which have been reported by both players and our crash
reporter. Fixing those can also take lots of time and is, to us, equally important as new features.

I won't be giving a specific date which we're not going to meet yet again, but I can tell you that at this time all the important
features are in and we're working hard towards connecting it all together and releasing it to the beta branch as soon as we can.

Stay tuned and see you soon!. Meet the construction worker:
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Hello, chefs!

We are super excited to be opening the kitchen of Diner Bros in a few days, that's why, today, we wanted to show you a new
special customer: the construction worker.

Working in a construction site is an extremely physical job. You need to be fully fit in order to carry construction materials all
over the place. Those houses aren't gonna build by themselves, right? And with a physical job, comes a very hungry customer.

That's why the construction worker will suppose an extra challenge for your kitchen. He will always ask for a double meal so
you'll have to work twice as hard, and twice as fast, to keep him happy. Will you be ready to the task?. Fix and balancing
(1.3.6.0):
Today’s patch is here to fix the client side crash when re-entering the game near a newly constructed, fancy Castle Gatehouse
with Drawbridge! There is also fine tuning of the combat system balance - you can find a detailed description of the changes
below.

Patch notes (ver. 1.3.6.0):. Our First Dev Update!:
After some hiccups at launch, it’s been mostly smooth sailing on the Abyssal Ocean - except for the warships and sea monsters
at least…
But we’ve been hard at work behind the scenes!

Matchmaking. January 1 2019 Road Redemption Update!:
Changelog:

 Improved system for maintaining populated servers in the online multiplayer mode

Happy New Year!. SnakEscape 1.0.1 Changelog:
Hello, guys!

Today we've uploaded our first hotfix in Steam. As it was expected, the first version was not without bugs. We would like to
thank a user that goes under the nickname Keksolom for finding a bug in the "Easy Peasy" achievement.
And so, let's get down to the patchnotes!

Patch 1.0.1 Changelog:
- Fixed the social buttons behaviour in the main menu (the pages now open via the Steam overlay).
- Fixed the bug with the "Easy Peasy" achievement, when the players could get it after completing the first 6 levels.
- Increased vertical camera movement.
- Fixed the bug with unlocking new levels via completing levels with one star and entering the main menu.
- Minor Russian localization fixes.
+ Ukrainian localisation added made by the user DEMIK

We would also like to mention that the beta tester special branch has been added into the hub. Be aware that the test builds may
contain a lot of bugs! Do not participate in the beta testing if you want to play a 100% stable version of the game!. Season's
Greetings and Winter Sale -- and 3.50beta recommended:
Winter Sale is going on, so once again it's good time to grab UnReal World for yourself, or gift a friend into the Far North.

As the sale brings in many new adventurers I'll first hereby take moment to say welcome all you new adventurers.

And then, the important things at this very time of the year:
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3.50 beta. Insane Robots V1.0.6 Update: Volume Controls and Fast Loading!:
We've been listening to some of your feedback in the Steam forums and on our Discord (http://playni.ac/discord). We've been
hard at work today to bring some much requested features (and a couple of fixes) to Insane Robots for a first day update. So
here goes!

We've:

* added volume controls! Just simple volume setting for music and sound effects in both options and pause menus.
* added a “fast load” mode, that fast skips loading screens if you don’t want to read the help info there; there's a new toggle
button on the options and pause menus. The game will also automatically switch to fast load mode after a while (but this can be
disabled in options).
* added arrows to tournament complete and quick battle complete panels to subtly signal how stars are earned.
* fixed the leaderboard paging and number of entries.
* stopped 0 scores being entered in the leaderboard
* corrected text errors in 2 stories.

Insane Robots V1.0.6 is out now. Enjoy the day one update!
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